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A truck has to be 
designed to carry its 
trailer and payload; a 
trailer has to be designed 
to carry the weight; and 
the parts that connect 
the trailer and truck have 
to be strong enough to 
keep them connected. 



Using Just Your 
Eyes Leaves You 
Blind to the Facts



A Lot Rides        
on the Ratings
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It’s difficult enough to 
keep a single vehicle 
operating safely. If you 
add a trailer to a truck 
without understanding 
yow they work together, 
you can create serious 
public safety issues.



A truck has to be designed 
to safely pull, stop, and 
control the trailer 
attached to it. If a truck is 
too small, you will be 
unable to control the 
trailer and its load.



Finding The Ratings 
of the Super 
Vehicle—Truck, 
Trailer, and 
Connectors

•Combined gross 
vehicle weight
• Curb weight
• Gross axle weight 
rating
•Gross vehicle weight 
rating
•Receiver rating
• Insert rating
• Ball hitch rating
• Coupler rating
• Tire ratings
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Weight-Carrying Hitch

This is a weight-distributing 
hitch. Crossing chains allow 
the trailer  tongue to be 
cradled by the chains instead 
of going into the pavement in 
the event the trailer 
detaches.











Loading a Trailer Beyond Its Gross Vehicle Weight Rating



An Undersized Truck and Overloaded Trailer



When You Can’t Find the Numbers



Load Weight. Place the heaviest 
load(including tools, supplies, 
and other items) on the trailer 
and reweigh the trailer. Get the 
load weight by subtracting the 
trailer curb weight from the 
total loaded weight.

Pull the truck on the scale with only the 
tongue of the loaded trailer still on the 
scale. Take that weight. Subtract the weight 
of the truck from the reading to get your 
tongue weight.



When You Can’t Find the Numbers

Weighing a trailer 
in the way shown 
here will produce 
a figure that 
includes tongue 
weight of trailer.

Determining Individual Numbers—Truck Curb Weight and Trailer Curb Weight



When You Can’t Find the Numbers

Weighing a trailer 
in the way shown 
here will produce 
a figure that 
excludes the 
trailer’s tongue 
weight.

Determining Individual Numbers—Truck Curb Weight and Trailer Curb Weight







Conclusions—It’s All 
About Weights and 
Ratings

Just because it fits 
doesn’t mean it is correct 
or legal!


